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We consider the fully overheated single-electron transistor, where the heat balance is determined
entirely by electron transfers. We ﬁnd three distinct transport regimes corresponding to cotunneling,
single-electron tunneling, and a competition between the two. We ﬁnd an anomalous sensitivity to
temperature ﬂuctuations at the crossover between the two latter regimes that manifests in an exceptionally
large Fano factor of current noise.
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A single-electron transistor (SET) [1], shown schematically in Fig. 1(a), is one of the most thoroughly studied
and widely used nanodevices. It has found its way to
numerous applications in thermometry [2], single-electron
pumping [3], charge detection [4,5], and detection of nanoelectromechanical motion [6,7]. The current noise in a SET
limits the measurement sensitivity and is thus worth investigating [8].
Nanodevices of sufﬁciently small size are overheated:
The electron temperature in the device deviates from the
lattice temperature. The temperature may ﬂuctuate in this
regime [9], thereby affecting the current noise in the device. This motivates us to study overheating under
Coulomb blockade conditions. In this Letter we concentrate on a fully overheated SET. We assume the electronphonon relaxation time, e-ph , to exceed the time scale for
the energy relaxation to the leads, E , which in turn exceeds the electron-electron relaxation time e-e . In this
case the temperature is well-deﬁned and determined entirely by the balance of electronic heat transfers. In addition, we restrict our study to a symmetrically biased SET
with junction conductance G  GQ  e2 =@ and a vanishing temperature of the leads.
Early papers [10,11] addressed overheating in a SET in
the regime of single-electron (SE) tunneling. It has been
found that overheating instigates
the SE transport at the
pﬃﬃﬃ
threshold voltage VC ¼ ð 2  1ÞVth , i.e., well below the
zero-temperature Coulomb blockade threshold Vth ¼
2Eþ =e (E ¼ EC  eVG is the charging energy, EC ¼
e2 =2C), as shown in Fig. 1(b). We complement the consideration with electron cotunneling [12], which modiﬁes
the picture rather radically. We recognize that singleelectron processes below VC try to cool the island [13],
competing with the electron-hole excitations left behind
by inelastic cotunneling that heat it up [14]. This gives
rise to a new transport regime: competition regime. The
three regimes are evident in the voltage dependence of
temperature as shown in Fig. 1(c). At low bias cotunneling
dominates and the temperature scales with voltage,
kB T=eVb  0:24, as expected for a fully overheated nanodevice. Sufﬁciently high temperature activates SE transfers
0031-9007=10=104(19)=196805(4)

that cool the island and set the competition in. The temperature/voltage
ratio reaches the minimum kB TC =eVC ¼
pﬃﬃﬃ
ð1= 2Þ lnðconst  GQ =GÞ near VC . Above the threshold,
the SE processes heat the island, resulting in an increase of
temperature. A pure SE picture captures only this rise,
predicting T ¼ 0 at Vb < VC .
The most interesting features can be found at Vb  VC
where the crossover between competition and SE regimes
takes place. We show that near the crossover the electric

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) SET biased by a voltage Vb . The
charge in the central island can be tuned with the gate voltage
VG . (b) Coulomb diamonds in a symmetric SET. Blue dashed
lines show the threshold voltage VC for SE tunneling.
(c) Average temperature of the island versus bias voltage along
the red vertical line in (b) for various tunnel conductances G.
This illustrates the three transport regimes: I cotunneling, II
competition, III SE tunneling. Dashed lines are asymptotes to
pure cotunneling and pure SE tunneling.
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current is anomalously sensitive to temperature changes: It
is signiﬁcantly modiﬁed by a temperature change T  T.
The underlying mechanism of this sensitivity is the strong
temperature dependence of thermally activated tunneling
rates. The overheated SET also detects ﬂuctuations of its
own temperature, manifest in an enhanced current noise.
The current noise SI is commonly characterized by Fano
factor F  SI =2eI, F 1 for most of nanodevices. At the
crossover, F / ln4 ðGQ =GÞ, already exceeding 100 for
G=GQ < 103 .
We implement a method that allows us to describe the
full statistics of temperature and current ﬂuctuations. The
statistics are described with an action S depending on
counting ﬁelds , , conjugated to the transferred charge
and the energy of the island, respectively [9,15,16]. For
single-electron tunneling, the dynamics of a SET is governed by a master equation: The stationary probability
distribution of charge states labeled by N, pN , satisﬁes
P
N 0 N;N 0 pN 0 ¼ 0, where elements of N;N 0 correspond to
single-electron tunneling rates so that N 0 ¼ N  1. It is
shown in the theory of full counting statistics [15,17] that
in order to obtain the action, one should modify N;N 0 to
include counting ﬁelds , . The action is then given by the
eigenvalue of the so-modiﬁed matrix with the smallest real
part, ð; Þ, corresponding to longtime behavior [17].
One can include higher-order tunneling processes by replacing N;N0 with self-energies composed of all possible
irreducible tunneling diagrams that take the SET from
charge state N 0 to N [18]. This is the way to account for
cotunneling. Usually, if the tunneling processes of different
orders become equally important, the situation is very
difﬁcult to comprehend [19]. This situation typically occurs if the rate of electron transfer is comparable with the
energy released in the course of transfer. This implies that
the ﬂow of charges can not be divided into separate events
of any order.
Fortunately, this is not the case of the fully overheated
SET where cotunneling and SE events are separated even if
they are equally important for transport. To understand
this, let us concentrate on a blockaded diamond corresponding to a certain charge state, say, N ¼ 0, and assume
T  eVth =kB . The ﬁrst SE transfer must be thermally
activated and proceeds with the suppressed rate
 expðW=kB TÞ, W ¼ eðVth  Vb Þ=2. It brings the island
to the closest excited state N ¼ 1. However, the island will
quickly get back to N ¼ 0: The ﬁrst SE transfer is followed
by a second, after a time given by an unsuppressed rate .
Similarly, a cotunneling event can also be viewed as two
SE events separated by a time interval @=eVth [19]. We see
that the transport separates to elementary events, each
encompassing two SE transfers. The events are independent since the time interval between them exceeds the time
separation between the transfers by a large factor,
minðGQ =G; expðW=kB TÞÞ. Therefore, the cotunneling and
SE contributions can simply be summed together, S ¼
S se þ S cot .

Analytical results can be obtained by taking into account
only two charge states on the island, N ¼ 0 and N ¼ 1.
However, the validity of this approach requires
1, rarely the case in practical devices.
logðGQ =GÞ
Therefore we also perform accurate numerics, where we
take more charge states for S se and weight S cot with the
probabilities of those states.
Let us ﬁrst outline the three different regimes mentioned. To simplify the formulas, we set e ¼ kB ¼ @ ¼ 1
and deﬁne  ¼ G=GQ . The SE part of the action in the
relevant limit T  Vb , VC and T  1 reads [16]
S se ¼ TeWðT

1 þÞ

f½e ð1  eðWþVb Þ Þ

þ ð1  eW Þ ð1  TÞVth1 þ eW g:

(1)

Using this action one evaluates the charge current, I ¼
@ Sj¼0 , and heat current, H_ ¼ @ Sj¼0 , as functions of
temperature. Equating the latter to zero yields the average
temperature in the SE regime, T ¼ 4V1th ðVb  VC Þ 
ðVb þ VC þ 2Vth Þ above VC . The current steeply
pﬃﬃﬃ rises at
the threshold, Ise / expðWC =TÞ ¼ exp½ 2WC =ðVb 
VC Þ at Vb  VC .
The cotunneling regime takes place at Vb  VC where
T  Vb . In this region, the action reads [16]


1
1 2 3 
S cot ¼ 2
þ
T ½e Iðv;xÞ þ e Iðv;xÞ
Eþ E
þ 2Ið0;xÞ  Iðv;0Þ  Iðv;0Þ  2Ið0;0Þ ;
(2)
R1
þ
where
Iðv; xÞ ¼ 1 dzfeivðzi0 Þ =½4ðz  i0þ Þ2 
sinh2 ðz þ ixÞ g, v ¼ Vb =T, and x ¼ T. This yields
the average temperature T  0:238Vb and electric current


1
1 2 3
I  0:0562
þ
Vb :
Eþ E
Let us note that the current in the absence of overheating is
also / Vb3 and is given by the same expression with coefﬁcient 1=12. Therefore, the overheating enhances the
cotunneling current roughly by a factor of 2.
Thereby we resolve a long-standing discrepancy between theory and experiment. The pioneering work [20]
on cotunneling in SET reported such a factor of 2 mismatch
for the most conductive junctions. This is explained by full
overheating. For the less conductive junctions the mismatch factors were 1.4 and 1.2, explained by incomplete
overheating. In this case the smaller electronic heat ﬂows
may have become comparable with phonon heat transfer.
In addition, Ref. [20] reports a crossover to the SE regime
at approximately half of the Vth expected: This conforms to
a theoretical value of VC .
A further increase of Vb increases the temperature
and activates SE processes. Comparing cotunneling
( 2 Vb3 =W 2 ) and SE [ T expðW=TÞ] rates, we expect
the SE processes to become important at Vb T
W lnð1=Þ  VC . We enter the regime where equilibrium
temperature is determined from the competition between
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SE transfers cooling the island and cotunneling events
heating the island. Similar estimation gives with logarithmic accuracy T  W= lnð1=Þ in the whole interval of the
competition, that is, up to VC . The inset in Fig. 2(b) shows
the fraction of SE events in the current ﬂow. The fraction
grows almost linearly from the border of the cotunneling
regime up to VC . Indeed, at low voltages each cotunneling
process provides Vb of heat while a SE transfer cools the
island by a value of W: Many cotunneling events match
up one SE transfer. Near VC , a SE transfer gives a vanishing
cooling ðVC  Vb Þ: Many SE transfers are needed to
balance a single cotunneling. A simple analytical expression for the total current in this regime does not exist.
Qualitatively, it is estimated by I ¼ ½1 þ ð1 
Vb =VC Þ1 Icot , Icot / 2 being the cotunneling current in
the absence of overheating.
The temperature sensitivity of a quantity A is said to be
anomalous if dðlnAÞ=dðlnTÞ is parametrically big; a relatively big change of A being induced by a relatively small
temperature change. An example is the temperature sensitivity of living organisms that rely on the balance of
thermally activated rates / expðW=TÞ. Changing a rate
by a factor of e is achieved by a relatively small temperature change T=T ’ T=W  1 and may even lead to the
destruction of an organism. Similarly, the thermally activated character of SE transfers may result in an anomalous
temperature sensitivity of the current that we characterize
by a dimensionless number dðlnIÞ=dðlnTÞ W=T. This is
plotted in Fig. 2(b). We see that the sensitivity reaches the
maximum at the crossover between competition regime
where it indeed scales as WC =TC . The linear growth below
VC is explained by the almost linear increase of the fraction
of SE electron transfers in the competition regime. Above
VC , the sensitivity drops like 1=ðVb  VC Þ owing to temperature increase.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Differential conductance as a function of Vb for several values of G. The dashed line is an
asymptote for pure SE tunneling. (b) Temperature sensitivity
dðlnIÞ=dðlnTÞ as a function of Vb for the same values. Inset:
Fraction of SE transfers in the current ﬂow.
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The discreteness of charge transfer through the structure
gives rise to a current noise, SI , and heat current noise, SH_ ,
both white at frequencies !  I. The heat current noise
produces temperature ﬂuctuations that persist over a sig_
niﬁcant time,  ¼ ð@F =@TÞ=ð@H=@TÞ
(F being the total
free energy of the island, proportional to its volume). The
ﬂuctuation of temperature is given by hðTÞ2 i ¼ ðSH_ =Þ 
2
_
ð@H=@TÞ
. Temperature ﬂuctuations change the current,
I ¼ ð@I=@TÞTðtÞ, giving rise to extra ‘‘slow’’ current
noise persisting at frequencies ’ 1=,


@I=@T 2
SI;slow ¼
S _;
(3)
_
@H=@T H
manifesting the overheating. Anomalous temperature sensitivity gives rise to an anomalous Fano factor, plotted in
Fig. 3. Similar to sensitivity, the Fano factor also peaks at
the crossover between SE and competition regimes.
Let us now concentrate on the crossover region. Three
factors contribute to the heat balance at Vb  VC :
0 ¼ H_ cot þ 21=2 TeW=T ðVb  VC Þ  T 2 eW=T ; (4)
cotunneling heating H_ cot / 2 VC2 that is approximately
constant, SE ﬂow that switches from cooling to heating
at Vb ¼ VC , and extra cooling that stabilizes temperature
in the SE regime. We deﬁne the temperature TC at the
crossover through


H_ V
V
1
T
21=2
pﬃﬃﬃcot C3 exp pﬃﬃﬃC  pﬃﬃﬃ ¼ 1 ) C 
;
VC lnð1=Þ
2TC
2TC
2
and introduce dimensionless deviations of voltage
pﬃﬃﬃx and
¼
V
þ
2TC þ
temperature
y
such p
that
V
b
C
ﬃﬃﬃ
2xVC ðTC =VC Þ2 , T ¼ TC þ 2yVC ðTC =VC Þ2 , (TC =VC )

FIG. 3 (color online). Fano factor of the temperature-ﬂuctuation-induced current noise for different values of G=GQ . The
dashed line is an analytic approximation for G=GQ ¼ 106 , and
agrees well with the numerical result. The inset shows the Fano
factor for G=GQ ¼ 106 in an absolute voltage scale for various
values of eVG =EC . The peaks fall on top of each other once
rescaled to common VC .
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being an important dimensionless small parameter enabling the scaling. The heat balance rescales to
ey ðx  yÞ þ 1 ¼ 0;

(5)

which implicitly gives the temperature as a function of
voltage. The crossover takes place at x, y  1, the rescaled
equation being valid in a larger interval up to x, y 
V
pCﬃﬃﬃ=TC . We see that the crossover is shifted from VC by
2TC . The width of the crossover interval in voltage/
temperature is small, TC ðTC =VC Þ  TC . While temperature changes insigniﬁcantly, the relative change of quantities of interest is by an order of magnitude. The current is
rescaled to

 2

T
V  Vb
V
H_
IðyÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ exp  th
¼ cot C ey : (6)
2T
2VC TC
2
Similarly,
1
SH_ ¼ VC2 IðyÞ;
3

 2
@I
1
VC
IðyÞ;
¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
@T
2VC TC

pﬃﬃﬃ
@H_
¼ 2ð1 þ ey ÞIðyÞ:
@T
This yields the Fano factor at the crossover
 
ð@I=@TÞ2 SH_
1 VC 4
1
F¼
¼
;
2
_
12 TC ð1 þ ey Þ2
I
ð@H=@TÞ

(7)

(8)

describing a sharp rise as y ! 0. Its fall in the SE region is
described by substituting TC ! TðVb Þ. This ﬁts well to the
numerical results as shown in Fig. 3.
There are very interesting statistics of temperature ﬂuctuations at the crossover. Generally [9], one expects deviations from Gaussian statistics for temperature deviations of
the order of average temperature that occur with exponen S , S being the singletially small probability lnP ’ T=
electron level spacing in the island. In an overheated SET
around the crossover, the deviations T ’ TC ðTC =VC Þ are
already non-Gaussian and their probability is greatly enhanced, lnP ’ ðTC =S ÞðTC =VC Þ4 .
Finally, let us estimate the importance of electronphonon interaction to assess the feasibility of full overheating. For such an estimate, it is enough to add a term to
the action S e-ph ¼ V T 5 ð1  5TÞ, where V is the
volume of the island and  the material-speciﬁc electronphonon coupling constant. The island is overheated provided V T 3  . For typical values [21],  
109 W K5 m3 , T  0:1 K, and   103 , the volume of the island should be of the order of V 
104 m3 to reach this regime. This is achievable experimentally. The high Fano factor  600 requires G=GQ 
105 and V  106 m3 , feasible in smaller systems
such as granular metals and multiwalled carbon nanotubes.
Following Ref. [19], we estimate the electron-electron
relaxation rate as 1=e-e ’ Ri GQ T=@, Ri being the resistance of the island not including the tunnel barriers. The
ratio of times E =e-e is then estimated as
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Ri GQ 1 ðT=S Þ. In practice, it is always large for not
extremely pure islands.
To conclude, we have studied the fully overheated SET,
revealing the importance of cotunneling processes that
compete with single-electron transfers in a wide interval
of bias voltages. The fully overheated SET exhibits anomalous temperature sensitivity and slow current noise with a
huge Fano factor as a result of temperature ﬂuctuations.
These effects are most pronounced at the crossover between competition and single-electron tunneling dominated regimes.
M. A. L. acknowledges the support from the Finnish
Academy of Science and Letters, and T. T. H. the support
from the Academy of Finland.
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Description of the eﬀective action formalism

We employ in this work the eﬀective action formalism which allows us to evaluate the full statistics of electric
currents in both junctions of the SET and the energy of its island. While formally superﬂuous for computing the
average values, the formalism provides a convenient framework where all ﬂows and their ﬂuctuations are incorporated
into a single expression. While well detailed in the literature [1], we give here some speciﬁcs of the formalism for
completeness.
The probability of a realization of time-dependent IL (t), IR (t), EI (t) is given by


P(IL,R (t), EI (t)) = DχL (t)DχR (t)Dξ(t)Z[χL,R , ξ]e−i dt{χL (t)IL (t)+χR (t)IR (t)+ξ(t)EI (t)} ,
(1)
where the generating functional for current and heat current ﬂuctuations is expressed in terms of the trace of the
ˆ given by
generalized density matrix, ρ̃,
ˆ
∂ ρ̃(t)
ˆ − ρ̃(t)
ˆ Ĥ − (t) ,
= −i Ĥ + (t)ρ̃(t)
(2)
∂t
where in distinction from the common density matrix the Hamiltonians are diﬀerent for “bra” and “ket”, or for
diﬀerent parts of the Keldysh contour
/
1.
˙ ĤI (t) .
χL (t)IˆL (t) + χR (t)IˆR (t) + ξ(t)
(3)
Ĥ ± (t) = Ĥ0 ∓
2
ˆ
Z[χL,R , ξ] = Tr ρ̃,

Here, Ĥ0 is the full Hamiltonian and ĤI the Hamiltonian of the island excluding charging energy.
For the practical calculations it is useful to perform a gauge transformation whereby the counting ﬁelds are assigned
to the Green’s functions in the leads and on the island,
GL,R → exp (−ieχL,R τ3 /2) GL,R exp (ieχL,R τ3 /2) ,

GI () → exp (−iξτ3 /2) GI () exp (iξτ3 /2) ,

(4)

where τ3 is the third Pauli matrix in Keldysh space.
We are interested in slow-varying currents. In this limit IL = −IR and the generating function depends only on
the diﬀerence χ = χL − χR . The generalized density matrix ρ̃ˆ satisﬁes the generalized master equation in the basis of
discrete charge states on the island (pN ≡ ρ̃ˆN,N ),

∂pN
=
ΣN,N  pN  ,
(5)
∂t

N

where ΣN,N  are evaluated by perturbation series in tunnel Hamiltonian matrix elements. The counting ﬁelds enter
ΣN,N  via the aforementioned gauge transformation of the Green’s functions. As mentioned in the main text, we need
single-electron and cotunneling contributions to ΣN,N  that read
R
ΣN +1,N = Γ̃L
N +1,N + Γ̃N +1,N ,
RR
LR
RL
ΣN,N = Γ̃LL
cot,N + Γ̃cot,N + Γ̃cot,N + Γ̃cot,N ,

+
+
α −χ
)]eξ(−eVb /2+δEN ) ,
dfα ()[1 − fI ( − eVb /2 + δEN
Γ̃α
N +1,N = γ e

Γ̃βα
cot,N =

1 α β −(χα −χβ )
γ γ e
2π



dd dE

!

1
1
+ +
−
E + eVb /2 − δEN
−E − eVb /2 − δEN


fα ()[1 − fI ( − E)]eξ(−E) fI ( − E − eVb )[1 − fβ ( )]e−ξ( −E−eVb ) .

(6)
"2
×

2
Since the ﬁelds are quasi-stationary, the generating function can be represented as
! 
"
Z[χ, ξ] = exp − dtS(χ(t), ξ(t)) ,
which deﬁnes the eﬀective action S(χ, ξ). It equals the lowest eigenvalue of the generalized master equation.
The electric current through the SET and the heat current to the island are given by


∂S 
∂S 
I=e
, Ḣ =
,

∂χ χ=ξ=0
∂ξ χ=ξ=0
while their ﬂuctuations are given by
SI = e 2


∂ 2 S 
,
∂χ2 χ=ξ=0

SḢ =


∂ 2 S 
.
∂ξ 2 χ=ξ=0

(7)

(8)

(9)

There is also a non-tunneling contribution to the action: it can be immediately envisaged from the deﬁnition and
describes accumulation of the heat on the island,

(10)
SI = i dtξ˙ĤI (T (t)),
this being valid under the assumption of fast relaxation so that the distribution function of the electrons in the island
is characterized by the temperature.
Derivation of Eq. (1)

Let us deﬁne a function
Γ̃α (χ, Δ) ≡ γ α e−χ

T e−Δ(ξ+1/T )
−Δ/T
),
2 F1 (1, 1 + T ξ; 2 + T ξ; −e
1 + Tξ

(11)

where 2 F1 (a, b; c; z) is the Gauss hypergeometric function. The counting ﬁeld modiﬁed single-electron tunneling rates
at the left junction are
+
L
Γ̃L
N +1,N = Γ̃ (χL − χD , δEN − μL + μD ),

−
L
Γ̃L
N −1,N = Γ̃ (χD − χL , δEN + μL − μD ),

|Δ| we have

ξ −Δ/T
1 − 1+T
,
Δ>0
2+T ξ e
−Δ/T


)≈
2 F1 (1, 1 + T ξ; 2 + T ξ; −e
Γ(T ξ)Γ(2+T ξ)
Δ/T
Δξ
, Δ<0
e
e Γ(−T ξ)Γ(2 + T ξ) + Γ(1+T ξ)2

α −χ T e−Δ(ξ+1/T )
γ e
, Δ>0
1+T ξ
⇒ Γ̃α (χ, Δ) ≈
.
−Δξ
Δ<0
γ α e−χ e ξ −1 ,

and similarly for the right junction. When T

(12)

(13)

Here Γ(z) is the gamma function.
At low temperatures it is enough to consider two charge states, N = 0 and N = 1, on the island. The eﬀective
action is then easy to calculate, yielding


0
1
Γ̃0,1 Γ̃1,0 − Γ0,1 Γ1,0
Γ0,1 + Γ1,0 − (Γ0,1 + Γ1,0 )2 + 4(Γ̃0,1 Γ̃1,0 − Γ0,1 Γ1,0 ) ≈ −
S=
.
(14)
2
Γ0,1 + Γ1,0
The last approximation is valid when Γ0,1  Γ1,0 or Γ0,1
Γ1,0 , i.e., under Coulomb blockade. Using the form of
Eq. (13) this becomes (for χL ≡ χ, χD = χR = 0, γ L = γ R = γ, μL = −μR = eVb /2, and δE + = EC − eVG )
+

γT e−δE /T
1

×
b
ξ(1 + T ξ)δE + 1 + δET + e−δE + /T cosh eV
2T
!
"

!
"


+

+
eVb 1
eVb 1
+ 2ξ − χ − e−δE ξ cosh
+ξ −χ
cosh
2
T
2
T
,
!
"
!
"



+
1
eV
eV
b
b
−e−δE ξ cosh
+ξ
+ cosh
1 − 2δE + ξ(1 + T ξ) .
2
T
2T

S =−

This results in Eq. (1) of the main text in the limit T

V b , VC ; T ξ

1.

(15)

3
Derivation of Eq. (2)

Cotunneling rate with the counting ﬁelds between leads α and β (∈ {L, R}) held at zero temperature is
Γ̃βα
cot,N =

"2
!

1
1 α β −χ ∞
1
γ γ e
dE
×
+ +
−
2π
E + eVb /2 − δEN
−E − eVb /2 − δEN
−∞
 0
 ∞

d[1 − f ( − E)]eξ(−E)
d f ( − E − eVb )e−ξ( −E−eVb ) ,
−∞

where f (E) is the Fermi function at the island temperature and eVb = μα − μβ . Now write
 ∞
 ∞



dtF1 (t)ei(−E)t , f ( − E − eVb )e−ξ( −E−eVb ) =
dt F2 (t )ei( −E−eVb )t ,
[1 − f ( − E)]eξ(−E) =
−∞

and assume eVb

(16)

0

(17)

−∞

+
−
δEN
, δEN
so that
α β −χ
Γ̃βα
cot,N = −γ γ e

!

1
1
+ +
−
δEN
δEN

"2 

∞

dt
−∞

F1 (t)F2 (−t)eieVb (t−i0)
.
(t − i0)2

(18)

Carrying out the Fourier transforms gives us
F1 (t) =

−iT
,
2 sinh(πT (t + iξ))

F2 (t) =

iT
,
2 sinh(πT (t − iξ))

(19)

resulting in
α β −χ
Γ̃βα
cot,N = γ γ e

!

1
1
+ +
−
δEN
δEN

"2


πT 3

+

∞

dz
−∞

eiv(z−i0 )
,
+
4(z − i0 )2 sinh2 (z + ix)

(20)

where v = eVb /πT and x = πT ξ. This leads to Eq. (2) of the main text when the four diﬀerent processes, corresponding
to cotunneling from the left lead to the right lead, right to left, left to left, and right to right, are summed and the
χ = ξ = 0 part is subtracted. The integral above can be evaluated by closing the contour around the upper (lower)
half plane for v > 0 (v < 0). The result is
I(v > 0, x) =

∞
π v + 2 cot x π  evx−nπv (vx − nπv − 2)
,
+
2
2 sin x
2 n=0
(x − nπ)3

I(v < 0, x) = −

∞
π  evx+nπv (vx + nπv − 2)
.
2 n=1
(x + nπ)3

These sums can be used to evaluate the action to a desired accuracy.
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